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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MINIMIZING 
NEAR END CROSS TALK DUE TO DISCRETE 
MULTI-TONE TRANSMISSION IN CABLE 

BNDERS 

0001) This invention claims the benefit of earlier filed 
U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 60/183,308, 
filed Feb. 17, 2000. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The invention relates to a method and apparatus for 
minimizing near end croSS talk due to discrete multi-tone 
(DMT) transmission in cable binders. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. In digital communication systems employing 
multi-channel or multi-carrier transmission, the most effec 
tive allocation of bits to the channels has been discussed in 
the literature. The well-known solution from information 
theory, analogized to pouring water over a terrain defined by 
the noise/attenuation of the channel transform characteristic, 
has been found to insure efficient use of Signal power within 
limits defined by aggregate power and power spectral den 
sity mask limits. However, the method in Some instances 
may not go as far as possible in exploiting available power 
imposed by these limits. 
0004 For heuristic purposes, the prior art and the inven 
tion are discussed in terms of N quadrature amplitude 
modulation (QAM) channels with a uniform symbol rate and 
a non-uniform (unique to each channel) QAM constellation. 
QAM, a form of combined amplitude and phase modulation, 
represents k-bit sets of data by modulating two (orthogonal) 
quadrature carriers, coS 27tfct and Sin 2Ufct to generate a 
pulse whose phase and amplitude convey the encoded k-bits 
of information. The QAM signal tone can be and amplitude 
convey the encoded k-bits of information. The QAM signal 
tone can be viewed as a phasor in the complex plane, each 
distinguishable phasor representing a unique State of the 
tone identified with one unique value in a range. Thus, if the 
channel and Signal power are Such that 4 Separate phasors 
can be reliably distinguished, the Scheme allows two bits to 
be represented. For 3 bits to be represented, 8 phasors must 
be distinguished and so on. The number of different phasors 
or States that are distinguishable in a single tone (pulse), the 
QAM constellation, is limited by the signal to noise ratio of 
the channel and limits imposed by external Standards as 
discussed below. 

0005. In a DMT modem, a transmission frequency band 
is Separated into N Sub-bands or frequency bins, each 
corresponding to one QAM channel. In a non-ideal channel 
each Sub-band has a different capacity as a result of the 
variation of noise and attenuation with frequency. In addi 
tion, external Standards impose limits on the aggregate 
power of a signal (the power applied in all Sub-band chan 
nels) and a cap on the power as a function of frequency 
defined by a power spectral density mask. 
0006 The power spectral density mask may be dictated 
by a Standard used in a particular country implementing the 
standard (such as A.N.S.I. standard T1.413-1995). The mask 
may also be a design constraint intentionally imposed by a 
modem designer for Some other reason. For example, a 
designer may intentionally impose a constraint that no more 
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than n bits are to be transmitted on a transmit channel 
frequency. Similarly, the designer may impose a constraint 
that a minimum of bits (or no bits) must be transmitted on 
a particular tone or frequency. For example, the power limit 
for frequencies or tones between 0 and 200 kilohertz must be 
less than -40 dBm/Hz (a power level referenced to one 
milliwatt over 1 Hz bandwidth). Above 200 kHz (to fre 
quencies, for example, in the megahertz of spectrum), the 
constraint may be -34 dBm/Hz. 

0007 Referring to FIG. 1, the attenuation/noise charac 
teristics of a medium can be graphically represented by a 
floor in a power spectral graph where frequency may be 
represented in 100 kHz increments. The lower curve, the 
channel transform characteristic A, represents this floor, that 
is, the combined effect of noise and attenuation as a function 
of frequency. A certain margin of transmit power is required 
to meet or exceed the minimum threshold of a Signal for 
reliable data transmission. In other words, the power of a 
Signal in a given Sub-band must be Sufficiently high to carry 
a minimal (1-bit) QAM tone to obtain a predefined bit error 
rate. The minimum margin, that is required to transmit a 
Single bit, is represented by curve B. Curve C represents the 
limits imposed by a power Spectral density mask imposed by 
an external communications Standard. The other limit is on 
the aggregate power, also defined by an external communi 
cation standard; for example, ANSI Standard T1.413-1995 
limits the total or aggregate power for all Sub-bands to 100 
m Watts in the downstream direction. Some coding tech 
niques, Such as Wei code described in American National 
Standard for Telecommunications-Network and Customer 
Installation Interfaces-Asymmetric Digital Subscriber 
Line Metallic Interface, ANSI T1.413-1995, may also 
require a minimum number of bits in a frequency band if the 
band is to convey any information at all. In other words, the 
power spectral density mask limit may require that leSS 
energy be used than the minimum required to transmit a 
Single bit. 

0008. Note that the minimum allowable size of the power 
margin is, in part, arbitrary, Since, to an extent, it is defined 
in terms of Some a priori rules and technical criteria (which 
are arbitrary to the extent that they establish a dividing line 
between acceptable and unacceptable error rates, Bit Error 
Rate or BER) for the given communication system. Note 
also that the size of the margin available for a given 
Sub-band corresponds to the dimension of the constellation 
that can be represented in a Signal carried in that QAM 
channel. That is, the larger the margin in a band, the greater 
the number of states that can be reliably distinguished in that 
band and the larger the constellation that can be used. 

0009. The above context creates a bit-allocation problem. 
That is, given the constraints, how should bits be allocated 
among the available QAM channels to provide the highest 
possible data rates? DSL modems that use DMT modulation 
concentrate the transmitted information in the frequency 
Sub-bands that have the minimum attenuation and noise. The 
optimum distribution of transmission power is obtained by 
distributing the power according to the well-known “water 
pouring analogy as described in Robert C. Gallagher, 
Information Theory and Reliable Communication, John 
Wiley and Sons, New York, 1968. Such optimal distribution 
requires a Strategy for allocating bits to the Sub-bands for the 
idealized situation where the channel Sub-bands approach 
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Zero width. For discrete bits, the applicable metaphor could 
be described as an ice-cube pouring analogy. 

0010 Digital Subscriber loop (DSL) technology was 
conceived to maximize the throughput on twisted pair 
copper wiring with attendant background noise, time-variant 
Far End Cross Talk (FEXT) and Near End Cross Talk 
(NEXT). To determine the transform characteristic of the 
channel, the modems at a telecommunications central office 
and a remote terminal negotiate during an initial channel 
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) estimation procedure. During 
the procedure, the transmitter Sends a known pseudo noise 
(PN) signal. The receiver computes the characteristics of the 
received signal in the form of a ratio N/g, where g is the 
channel gain (inverse of the attenuation) in frequency band 
k and N is the noise power in the band k. The literature 
contains many algorithms for determining the power distri 
bution across the full frequency bandwidth for maximum 
data throughput. AS noted above, the optimum approach for 
a non-uniform Gaussian noise channel divided Such that 
each band can be considered an additive white Gaussian 
noise channel has been proved to be the “water pouring” 
algorithm of power distribution. In this case, the g/N 
profile is compared to a terrain and the available aggregate 
power limit to a fixed Supply of water poured over the 
terrain. The depth of the water corresponds to the power 
Spectral density. The water pouring analogy is inappropriate 
to allocation of power in digital channels intended for 
transmission of binary data (bits). 

0011 The Digital Subscriber Loop (DSL) modems that 
use the Discrete Multi-Tone (DMT) technology must use an 
algorithm for assigning data bits to the multiple tones that 
are used for modulation. Some algorithms exist in the 
literature that are designed to optimally allocate the data bits 
and the budgeted power to the multiple tones. Most of these 
algorithms are based on the water-filling approach that 
postulates that optimal power allocation is obtained when 
the noise to attenuation ratio is considered as the terrain 
and the available power is treated as 'water to be poured on 
the terrain. All these algorithms utilize various performance 
functions that minimize the total allocated power, or maxi 
mize the data rate, or a combination of the two. The 
algorithms are designed with the purpose of either maxi 
mizing the total transmitted data rate or meeting the desired 
data rate, within the constraints of the budgeted total power. 
This Strategy is quite appropriate when the required data rate 
is such that the DSL transmission loop is power limited. In 
other words, the bit and power allocation algorithm must 
perform the allocation Such that the maximum number of 
data bits per frame is allocated to the frequency bins that 
require the least amount of power for achieving the desired 
bit error rate (BER). 
0012 However, not all cases are power limited. When the 
required data rate is less than the maximum rate that can be 
Supported on the loop, the assignment of data bits to 
frequency bins will depend upon the minimization Strategy 
used by the allocation algorithm. The conventional algo 
rithms minimize the total power used for transmitting a 
given number of data bits in one DMT frame such that the 
receiver experiences an average BER that is equal to the 
desired BER. The primary problem at the central office (CO) 
is that of higher near end cross talk (NEXT) and the 
algorithms that minimize power may not necessarily mini 
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mize the NEXT at the CO, even though the NEXT is 
proportional to the transmit power. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013. It is an object of the invention to provide a method 
and apparatus for allowing any bit/power allocation algo 
rithm to meet the objective of minimizing the near end croSS 
talk at the central office. 

0014. The algorithms in the prior art do not specifically 
attempt to minimize the near end croSS talk at the central 
office, although the implicit intentions of the algorithm 
designers include the objective of minimizing the NEXT. All 
other algorithm designers have assumed that Since the 
NEXT is linearly proportional to the transmitted power, 
minimizing the transmit power is Sufficient to minimizing 
the cross-talk. However, the coupling of the transmit power 
in a typical cable binder of pairs of twisted copper wires 
from a Source pair to a disturber pair within the binder is a 
non-linear function of frequency. Therefore, equal power 
values in two different frequency bins result in different 
levels of cross-talk power. The invention solves this problem 
by altering the performance function that is used by the 
conventional algorithms. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0015 The foregoing Summary of the invention, as well as 
the following detailed description of the preferred embodi 
ments, is better understood when read in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings, which are included by way of 
example, and not by way of limitation with regard to the 
claimed invention: 

0016 FIG. 1 shows an arbitrary transform characteristic 
of an arbitrary channel of Signal transmit power verSuS 
frequency with multi-tone channels, a power spectral den 
sity mask limit, and a minimum power required to transmit 
a Single bit, assuming a specific error and Symbol rates, 
Superimposed thereon and FIG. 1A is a graph of a typical 
cable characteristic showing channel attenuation as a func 
tion of frequency, where in both FIGS. 1 and 1A, frequency 
is shown in increments of 100 kHz, 
0017 FIG.2 shows a modem in communication over one 
or more twisted wire pairs for purposes of describing an 
embodiment of the invention; 
0018 FIG. 3 shows a general diagram of elements of a 
communication System for purposes of describing an 
embodiment of the invention; 
0019 FIG. 4 shows a digital modulator and demodulator 
connected by a communication channel for a multitone 
QAM system for purposes of describing an embodiment of 
the invention; 
0020 FIG. 5 illustrates the major processing steps in the 
operation of a DMT modem; and 
0021 FIG. 6 schematically shows the various inputs to a 
bit allocation algorithm. 

DETAIL DESCRIPTION 

0022 Referring to FIGS. 1, 1A and 2, a transmitting 
modem 31 is connected to a receiving modem 32 by a cable 
33 having one twisted pair of conductors. In long loop 
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systems where cable 33 is of length of the order 18,000 feet 
or more, high Signal attenuation at higher frequencies 
(greater than 500 kHz) is observed. This characteristic of a 
typical cable 33 is represented graphically by curve A' in 
FIG. 1A. 

0023 For convenience of description, the details of digi 
tal modulator 14 and digital demodulator 16 are described in 
terms of a QAM multitone system, although the invention is 
applicable to other kinds of multi-carrier and multi-channel 
Signaling as will be understood by those skilled in the art in 
light of the teachings disclosed herein. 

0024) Referring now also to FIG. 3, Modems 31 and 32 
contain a Source encoder 12, a channel encoder 13, a digital 
modulator 14, to accept and transmit data on channel 15 
(typically, a twisted pair) from a data source 11. Channel 15 
may comprise a hybrid fiber/twisted pair channel as well as 
comprise a twisted pair among other possible Subscriber 
distribution plant architectures involving twisted pair cables. 
Modems 31 and 32 also contain a digital demodulator 16, a 
channel decoder 17, and a source decoder 18 to receive the 
data from channel 15 and supply it to a data sink 19. 
0.025 AS will be recognized by those skilled in the art, 
Source encoder 12 compresses data from data Source 11 and 
applies the result to channel encoder 13 for error correction/ 
detection data and applies the result to digital modulator 14. 
Digital modulator 14 acts as the interface with the commu 
nication channel 15 by modulating the data to generate a 
Signal that can be applied to the communication channel 15. 

0.026 Digital demodulator 16 constructs a data stream 
from the received signal and applies it to channel decoder 
17. Channel decoder 17 corrects errors in the data stream 
and applies the corrected data to Source decoder 18 which 
decompresses the data and outputs the decompressed data to 
data sink 19. 

0027. Referring to FIG. 4, in a QAM multitone modu 
lation, the Spectrum is broken into multiple Sub-bands or 
QAM channels. Digital modulator 14 generates N QAM 
Signal tones, one for each QAM channel. Each i" QAM 
channel carries k bits of data. A serial-to-parallel buffer 41 
Segments a Serial Stream of digital data into N frames, each 
having allocated to it k bits of data. These are applied to 
respective inputs of a multi-carrier modulator 42 which 
generates a QAM tone for each channel. Multi-carrier modu 
lator 42 generates N QAM tones, one for each channel, at the 
Same Symbol rate but with a respective constellation for each 
channel. That is, the i' QAM channel carries an 2" QAM 
tone, a tone with 2, signal points. Multi-carrier modulator 
42 modulates N Subcarriers by corresponding symbols to 
generate the N QAM Signal tones using an inverse digital 
Fourier transform. The allocation of bits in serial-to-parallel 
buffer 41 is discussed in detail below. 

0028. A parallel-to-serial converter 43 adds a cyclic pre 
fix (one known method of preventing interSymbol interfer 
ence) and passes the resulting data stream through an D/A 
converter 44 yielding a single analog signal. After the analog 
Signal reaches receiving modem 32, the opposite operation 
occurs in A/D converter 46, serial-to-parallel converter 47, 
and multicarrier demodulator 48 and detector 49. Multicar 
rier demodulator 48 strips the modulating Signal from the 
carrier, that is, it converts the QAM tone data into data 
representing the original modulating Symbols. Detector 49 
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maps the resulting Symbols into a set of bits either by 
quantizing or Soft-decision quantization. These Symbols are 
then queued up in a Serial data Stream by parallel to Serial 
converter 50. 

0029 FIG. 5 shows the major processing steps in the 
operation of a DMT modem. First, the transmitter and the 
receiver modems perform a process of measurement 510 
during which each of the two modems at the telecommuni 
cations central office (CO) and the remote terminal (RT) 
measure the power spectral density (PSD) of the noise over 
the bandwidth of interest. Then each modem transmits a 
known pseudo-random noise (PRN) sequence for a pre 
determined duration while the respective receiving modem 
remains Silent. The received Signal is recorded for Subse 
quent processing. The Second Step 520 in the initialization 
processing consists of estimation of the channel transfer 
functions by each of the two modems. The noise PSDs and 
the channel transfer functions are inputs to the bit and power 
allocation algorithm. Then, Settings for any time and fre 
quency domain equalizers can be estimated and Set in the 
respective modems. Data transmission 530 commences after 
the initialization is completed. 
0030) The mathematical model for calculating the NEXT 
and far end cross talk (FEXT) due to the signal carried 
within a twisted pair of wire Sources is well-known to those 
familiar with the prior art related to DMT technology. The 
prior art includes models of the power spectral densities of 
various interfering Sources and equations used for calculat 
ing the croSS talk power spectral densities. The same refer 
ence also includes the mathematical model of the NEXT 
caused by the transmitted power and the frequency band 
over which the power is transmitted. 

0.031) The model of the PSD of the NEXT that could be 
caused by n identical power Sources within a binder is given 
by the following expression for binders containing up to 50 
pairs of wires. 

PDSNEXT (f) = PSDisturbe (fi)x(x,x f') Eq. 1 
for 0 < f < co, n < 50, where 

it. 0.6 

x = 8.818 x 10' x(t) = 0.8536x 10' x n = x xn. 

0032. This expression emphasizes that the near-end cross 
coupling increases in proportion to the three-halves power of 
the frequency. Hence, for an interfering Source that has equal 
PSDs at frequencies f and m, the NEXT that the source 
causes at frequency f. is greater than the NEXT at frequency 
if by 

15xlo f) B. 

. Thus, equal PSDs at f and f, result in higher NEXT 
PSD at if than at f by 4.5 dB if f is twice as large as 
f. This relationship Suggests a different performance 
function for bit and power allocation algorithms. For 
NEXT limited systems, it would be more appropriate to 
minimize the total NEXT rather than minimizing the total 
power consumed. 
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0033) Any algorithm that is based on minimizing a 
weighted combination of the total power and total data rate 
could utilize the new performance function described in this 
patent application. An algorithm for Simplex operation of 
DSL modems that depends upon minimizing the power 
allocation is disclosed in “An Efficient Bit Loading Algo 
rithm for DMT Applications” by Ranjan V. Somalkar and 
Richard Shively, Globecom 98, Sydney Australia, Novem 
ber 1998, pp. 2683-2688 incorporated herein by reference. 
For QAM constellations, the power needed to transmit be 
bits is given by the expression below. 

RN E (b. bits) = (2-1) k Eq. 2 
A(2k - 1) ak 

0034. The power needed to transmit one additional bit in 
bink, that already contains b bits is: 

AE = E. (b. 4-1)bits) - E. Ibbits Eq. 3 

= L(2k" - 1)-(2k - 1)ja. 

0035) Similarly, if bin k contains b bits, then the power 
Saved by removing one bit from that bin is equal to: 

0036). In the above expressions, N is the noise power, 
and H is the channel transfer function at frequency k. A 
constant G represents the coding gain. If the coding method 
used in the modem provides a BER-dependent and b 
dependent gain, then a simpler approach is to use a table of 
SNRs, S(BER, b), dependent on the two parameters, BER 
and the number of bits, b. Then the transmit power that 
would result in the appropriate SNR for BER and a 2-size 
constellation is simply the following: 

N. S(BER, b) Eq. 5 
8k 

E. 

0037. The following two expressions represent the incre 
ment in power needed for a bit-addition algorithm and the 
decrement in power obtained in a bit-removal algorithm, 
respectively. The conventional bit-addition algorithms that 
minimize power while maximizing the data rate would Sort 
the array of AE for k=1:256 in ascending order. Similarly, 
the bit-removal algorithm would sort the array of AE 
quantities in the descending order. From now on, the NEXT 
minimization approach will be described in terms of a 
bit-addition algorithm. The principle applies equally well to 
the previously discussed bit-removal algorithm. 
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A N 
AE = x S(BER, bi + 1) - S(BER, b) 

Nk AE = XS, (BER, bi) - S(BER, b - 1) 
8k 

0038. The bit-addition algorithm requires that the array of 
AE be sorted in ascending order and a bit added to the 
frequency bin that requires the least increment of power. The 
power needed for increasing the number of bits by one bit in 
the frequency bin, to which a bit was added in this Step, is 
recalculated, and the array is re-Sorted. Bit allocation is then 
determined based on this array, Such that bit allocation to 
frequency bins requires the least possible power for the 
maximum possible or the desired data rate. This process is 
continued until the addition of one bit in any of the fre 
quency bins violates at least one of the constraints-power 
budget, power mask and maximum number of bits per 
frame. 

0039 The algorithm described above would minimize 
the total power consumed for transmitting the maximum 
possible number of data bits per frame, while staying within 
all the required constraints. A modification of the incremen 
tal power term would result in an algorithm that can mini 
mize NEXT, instead. The incremental power term is 
weighted by f3%and then the array of these weighted terms 
is used to determine the bit allocation. Note that the constant 
X used in Eq. 1 need not be applied Since it will be common 
to all terms and hence, will not affect the Sorting order. 

ANEXT = AEx f' Eq. 7 

0040. The effect of the weighting function would be to 
force the allocation towards the lower frequencies. The 
algorithm would result in a total integrated NEXT power 
that would be less than the integrated NEXT power that 
would result from an algorithm that minimizes the total 
power. The array of ANEXT would be sorted in the 
ascending order for determining the frequency bins to which 
bits are to be added. 

0041. The algorithm can be generalized to encompass the 
case where the function of the transmit power is differently 
weighted than the three-halves power of frequency. Agen 
eral performance function that can be minimized would 
weight the incremental power by an arbitrary function of 
frequency depending upon situations that may warrant it. 

APF = AE X 0(f) Eq. 8 

0042. In the above equation 0(f) is the arbitrary function 
of frequency and the array of APF would be sorted for 
determining the bit allocation. 

0043 FIG. 6 schematically shows the various inputs to 
the bit allocation algorithm. The blocks 61-68 at the top of 
the figure represent the various objective functions that can 
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be identified from the various algorithms that exist in the 
literature and include the new objective functions (repre 
sented by shaded blocks) that are defined in this document. 
Any algorithm that minimizes a performance function can 
utilize the cross-talk dependent function defined herein. 
FIG. 6 also includes a performance function block 63 that 
is left undefined to indicate the possibility that other per 
formance functions are also possible. 
0044) Referring now to FIG. 6, function block 61, a 
shaded block, represents joint minimization of the NEXT 
and the maximization of the total data rate. Function 62 
represents joint minimization of the Bit Error Rate (BER) 
and maximization of the total data rate. Function 63 repre 
sents any other arbitrary function that may be defined for 
optimization as introduced above that may come to mind of 
one of ordinary skill in the art. Function 64, a shaded block, 
represents the joint minimization of an arbitrary function of 
the total power and maximization of the total data rate. 
Function 65 represents the minimization of the total power 
used for transmission for a given data rate. Function 66 
represents the maximization of the transmitted data rate for 
a given total transmit power. Function 67, a shaded block, 
represents the minimization of the total Cross-talk (NEXT) 
power for a given data rate. Function 68 represents the joint 
minimization of the total power and maximization of the 
total transmitted data rate. All of the processes or functions 
61-68 provide input to function selection box 69. 
004.5 The decision block 69 represents the selection of 
the function to be optimized for the bit and power allocation 
algorithm that a modem designer intends to use. 
0.046 Block 70 inputs the selected function to be opti 
mized from block 69 to the bit and power allocation algo 
rithm 73. 

0047 Block 71 supplies the required constraints to the 
allocation algorithm 73. Block 72 Supplies the parameters 
that were measured and estimated during the initial mea 
surement and calculation processes 510 and 520 (FIG. 5). 
0.048 Block 73 represents the bit and power allocation 
algorithm that is implemented after all the above steps 61-72 
as utilized are completed. 
0049. Although preferred embodiments of the method 
and apparatus of the invention have been illustrated in the 
accompanying Drawings and described in the foregoing 
detailed description, it is understood that the invention is not 
limited to the embodiments disclosed, but is capable of 
numerous rearrangements, modifications, and Substitutions 
without departing from the Spirit or Scope of the invention as 
set forth and defined by the following claims. 
What we claim is: 

1. In a discrete multi-tone modem, a method of minimiz 
ing croSS talk over a twisted pair of a twisted pair cable 
binder, the method comprising the Steps of 
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one of jointly minimizing near end croSS talk while 
maximizing total data rate; jointly minimizing an arbi 
trary function of total power while maximizing total 
data rate and minimizing total near end croSS talk for a 
given data rate; 

Selecting a function to be optimized; and 
performing a bit and power allocation algorithm respon 

Sive to the Selected function. 
2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 

estimating Settings for time and frequency domain equaliz 
CS. 

3. The method of claim 1 comprising the initial step of: 
measuring a noise power spectral density of Said twisted 

pair. 
4. The method of claim 1 wherein said twisted pair 

comprises a Section of a hybrid fiber twisted pair channel 
between a central office telecommunications modem and a 
remote terminal modem. 

5. The method of claim 1 wherein said function selection 
Step is responsive to one of a power minimization function, 
a joint average bit error rate minimization while maximizing 
data rare function, a maximizing data rate function and a 
joint power minimization and maximization of data rate 
function. 

6. In a discrete multi-tone modem, apparatus for mini 
mizing croSS talk in a twisted pair, Said apparatus compris 
Ing: 

means for one of minimizing near end croSS talk while 
maximizing total data rate, jointly minimizing an arbi 
trary function of total power while maximizing total 
data rate and minimizing total near end croSS talk for a 
given data rate; 

means for Selecting a function to be optimized; and 
means for performing a bit and power allocation algo 

rithm responsive to the Selected function. 
7. The apparatus of claim 6 further comprising means for 

estimating Settings for time and frequency domain equaliz 
CS. 

8. The apparatus of claim 6 comprising means for initially 
measuring a noise power spectral density of Said twisted 
pair. 

9. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein said twisted pair 
comprises a Section of a hybrid fiber twisted pair channel 
between a central office telecommunications modem and a 
remote terminal modem. 

10. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein means for Selecting 
a function is responsive to one of a power minimization 
function, a joint average bit error rate minimization while 
maximizing data rare function, a maximizing data rate 
function and a joint power minimization and maximization 
of data rate function. 


